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Chief Learning Officer - CLO Media The back office involves the set of services that can be centralized into a That's
where the companies that don't outsource the back office end up spending too much money and getting too little for it. In
this podcast recorded live in front of an audience at the House of.

In addition, developing a suite of software applications can turn data into insights, and insights into better
customer outcomes. In my opinion, the worry about outsourcing and offshoring distracts from the point. Many
others, like GM and Xerox, are still struggling to recover from past inertia. Each project typically has a narrow
scope, a group of experts dedicated to it, and a sponsor whose enthusiasm is tolerated by his or her peers only
as long as it is kept within bounds. Like task forces, these groups have to be able to live with some fuzziness
in their task definitions and be willing to share responsibilities with other groups. Only when it is located
outside the existing business will it identify ways of disrupting the business. IT engineers buy hardware,
outsource software development, and excel at managing projects and customizing vendor-developed software
to improve operational efficiency. Manufacturers historically have thrived on a long product-development
cycle, Six Sigma efficiency, and a long sales cycle. There is some logic to that idea. Finally, GE designed
several structural mechanisms, which we discuss next, that addressed the concerns of the businesses, while the
CEO constantly emphasized that the cost of cannibalization was lower than the cost of inaction â€” namely,
extinction. Companies that spend time and money in understanding customer preferences and developing
specific services for niche customers will do well. Their new outsourced marketing firm provides full
accountability, measurement and reporting. Routine operations are conducted on a regular basis and require
less skill, though they are not necessarily easy to implement or manage. Operational innovation may appear
unglamorous or unfamiliar to many executives, but it is the only lasting basis for superior performance. Still
others are defined in terms of outcomes, such as accelerating time to market or presenting a single face to
customers, or focused on improving a particular aspect of the enterprise procurement or customer service, for
example. The best way to structure the centralized approach is to have all involved parties fall under the
leadership of a director of engineering and maintenance. Functional line managers are too focused on meeting
deadlines to have time for or interest in inventing new ways of doing things. At its heart, every operational
innovation defies an assumption about how work should be done. They must be firm about the strategic
direction and remain committed to their point of view about the future, but they should also be prepared to
experiment, learn, and pivot. Is It Sustainable? Thus we see that the same phenomena that forever altered
services like simple data entry and credit card processing are now affecting more interactive, complex
business services IT, market research, and content management and administrative work accounting, tax
returns, data management, billing, and customer services. Language and culture rather than economics play a
powerful role in the migration of information-intensive service jobs. The second is automation: New hardware
and software systems that take care of back-room and front-office tasks such as counter operations, security,
billing, and order taking are allowing firms to dispense with clerical, accounting, and other staff positions.
Everyone from the limo driver to the housekeeper knows what newspaper you read, what wine and snacks you
prefer in the minibar, and how many pillows you like on your bed. One common approach is to call in
consultants to provide suggestions about the kinds of capabilities that need to be added.


